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Abstract. We have used the CfA Digital Speedometers to carry out
spectroscopic follow-up observations of 35 planetary transit candidates
identified by project Vulcan. Nine of the candidates prove to have stellar
companions with orbital motions consistent with the transits found by
Vulcan. This demonstrates that Vulcan has succeeded in identifying real
photometric variations of the sort expected for transits by close-in giant
planets, with dips of up to a few percent and periods of up to several days.
Three of the systems with orbital solutions are double-lined spectroscopic
binaries, and grazing eclipses are the source of the photometric variations.
Another two of the systems are triples, with a constant third star diluting
the depth of the eclipses in a nearby eclipsing binary. For the four systems
that are single-lined, the orbital solutions suggest that the light curves are
due to eclipses by small M-dwarf companions. A few of the candidates,
all with marginal transit detections, show no velocity variations at the
level of about 0.5 km s−1. If they have orbital companions responsible for
the observed photometric variations, the masses must be less than about
10 Jupiter masses.

1. Introduction

Although it was recognized many years ago that a Jupiter-sized planet would
generate an observable dip in the light of its parent star if it happened to be
aligned properly to transit in front of the star (e.g., Borucki 1984), it wasn�t until
giant planet candidates were discovered in short-period orbits (e.g., Latham et al.
1989; Mayor & Queloz 1995) that the chances for observing such an event seemed
good enough to get serious about actually trying the experiment. An early
example was the search for a transit at the time predicted by the spectroscopic
orbit for the HD 114762 system (Robinson et al. 1990). Soon after the discovery
of a planet orbiting 51 Peg with a very short period, several groups quickly
recognized the feasibility of ground-based photometric searches for transits of
close-in giant planets, with the expectation that roughly one out of a thousand
solar-type dwarfs should show transits with periods shorter than a week or so.

One of the first groups to get started with serious observing was project
Vulcan (Borucki et al. 2001). This team developed and put into operation at
Mount Hamilton, California, a CCD photometer fed by a small fast lens (8 cm
aperture and 30 cm focal length) covering a 7◦ x 7◦ field. A small lens and wide
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field were chosen so that transit candidates identified by the project would be
brighter than V = 13 mag and thus would be bright enough for spectroscopic
follow-up observations at high resolution and good signal-to-noise ratio, as would
be required for the determination of a spectroscopic orbit for a giant planet.

A photometric dimming that is 1 or 2% deep and lasts a few hours does not
necessarily imply that there is a giant planet orbiting the star, because there
are various configurations involving only stars that can also produce such an
event. An obvious case that can mimic a planetary transit is an eclipsing binary
where the depth of the eclipse is small either because the eclipse is grazing, or
because the secondary star is much smaller than the primary, or because the
light of a third star has diluted the eclipse. In the case of grazing or diluted
eclipses involving two nearly equal stars, the light curve should be roughly V-
shaped. This should be distinguishable from the more box-shaped light curve
expected for a planet passing in front of a star, if the photometry is good enough.
However, the eclipse of a K giant by a solar-type dwarf or the eclipse of a hot
main-sequence star by an M dwarf can look very similar to a planetary transit.
These two classes of shallow eclipses are expected to be fairly common in a
magnitude-limited sample, where roughly a third of the stars will be K giants
and roughly another third will be main-sequence stars hotter than mid F.

High-resolution spectroscopy is a good way to identify transit candidates
that are actually eclipsing binaries. From a single spectrum of an eclipsing
binary involving two nearly equal stars it will often be obvious that there are
two spectra, because the velocity separation is quite often larger than the line
widths. Even if the primary star is much brighter than the secondary, so that
the spectrum is single-lined, the expected velocity amplitude is tens of km s−1,
and only a few observations with a velocity precision on the order of 1 km s−1,
say, are needed to show that the light curve is due to a companion star and not
a planet.

2. Spectroscopic Observations of Vulcan Transit Candidates

Starting in the summer of 1999, the Vulcan team supplied us with transit can-
didates that they had identified, first for a field in Cygnus, and then for a field
in Perseus. The candidates all had transits less than a few percent deep and
periods mostly shorter than a week. Some examples of the light curves for good
candidates are shown in Borucki et al. (2001) and Jenkins et al. (2002). Alto-
gether 35 candidates were provided, but several of these were considered to be
very marginal detections, either because the transits were not much deeper than
the photometric noise, or because only a very small number of transit events
had been identified. We then started observing the candidates with the CfA
Digital Speedometers (Latham 1992) on the 1.5-m Wyeth Reflector at the Oak
Ridge Observatory located in the Town of Harvard, Massachusetts and on the
1.5-m Tillinghast Reflector at the Whipple Observatory on Mt. Hopkins, Ari-
zona. These instruments use photon-counting intensified Reticon detectors to
record 45 Å in a single echelle order centered at 5187 Å with a resolution of
8.5 km s−1. For slowly-rotating stars of spectral type F and later the typical
radial-velocity precision for a single exposure is 0.5 km s−1.
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The template spectra for our velocity correlations are drawn from an ex-
tensive library of synthetic spectra calculated by Jon Morse for a grid of Kurucz
model atmospheres. This allows us to optimize the effective temperature, ro-
tational velocity, and surface gravity of the template spectrum for each star,
assuming solar metallicity (for this project). The temperatures and gravities
determined this way allow us to make rough estimates of the radii of the stars.

Our initial observations of the Vulcan candidates showed that 13 of the
stars were too hot and/or were rotating too rapidly for us to derive reliable
radial velocities, as expected for a magnitude-limited sample. With just one
exposure we could see that several of the candidates had composite spectra, and
after just two or three exposures we could see that several others were showing
large variations in their radial velocities. Nevertheless, we continued to make
additional exposures of the variable stars until we had enough observations to
allow orbital solutions, because we wanted to check to make sure that both the
period and the phasing of the orbital motion matched the transit observations.
Furthermore, we wanted to see if the characteristics of the stellar secondaries
were consistent with the observed light curves. We ended up with 9 orbital
solutions where the period and phasing of the spectroscopic orbit proved to be
consistent with the transit photometry, and the radii implied for the stars in the
systems were consistent with the light curves.

The results for the 9 systems with orbital solutions are summarized in Ta-
ble 1. The star names are the internal designations assigned by the Vulcan
team, while Pph and Dph are the transit period (d) and depth (%) found by the
Vulcan team (Borucki et al. 2001; Jenkins et al. 2002; Caldwell, private com-
munication). Psp is the period (d) of our spectroscopic orbit, while Teff , v sin i

and log g are the effective temperature (K), rotational velocity (km s−1), and
log surface gravity (cm s−2) of the template adopted for the velocity analysis
of the primary eclipsing star. For the binaries with double-lined orbits M1 and
M2, the primary and secondary masses (M⊙), are the values derived assuming
that sin i = 1. For the single-lined binaries we assigned a mass to the primary
assuming it was a main-sequence star with the same effective temperature as
the template and then derived a mass for the secondary assuming sin i = 1. The
designations SB1, SB2, and SB3 in the final column indicate the detection of
one, two, or three sets of lines in the spectra.

Cyg1433, Per1055, and Per4475 are all double-lined binaries with nearly
equal components and thus must have grazing eclipses to produce the shallow
dips observed in the light curves. For Cyg1433 and Per4475 the photometric
periods found by the Vulcan team were half the actual orbital period, because
the primary and secondary eclipses were so nearly the same that they were not
recognized as distinct events. Cyg866 is a triple-lined system consisting of a
short-period eclipsing binary with a double-lined orbital solution and a distant
third star with a velocity that is about 7 km s−1 larger than the center-of-mass
velocity of the eclipsing binary. For this system the two stars in the eclipsing
binary show rapid rotation due to tidal synchronization with the orbit. The
distant third star is rotating slowly, as expected. Per460 is also a triple, with an
eclipsing inner binary that is single-lined and a distant third star with a velocity
that is 4 km s−1 smaller than the center-of-mass velocity of the eclipsing binary.
Cyg3047, Per4201, Per7307, and Per7585 are all single-lined binaries with M
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dwarf secondaries that are small enough to produce the observed eclipse depths,
in some cases needing additional attenuation from misalignment.

Table 1. Nine Vulcan Transit Candidates with Spectroscopic Orbits
star Pph Dph Psp Teff v sin i log g M1 M2 Type
Per460 3.566 3 1.7833 6500 50 4.0 1.2 0.37 SB2
Cyg866 0.94 1 1.8712 6500 60 4.0 1.20 1.01 SB3
Cyg1433 1.96 3 3.914 6750 30 4.0 1.39 1.34 SB2
Cyg3047 4.65 2 4.658 6250 35 4.0 1.2 0.45 SB1
Per1055 ? 3 17.11 8000 10 4.0 1.81 1.75 SB2
Per4201 5.526 5 5.536 6500 16 4.0 1.2 0.55 SB1
Per4475 1.92 2 3.8436 7750 30 4.0 1.83 1.81 SB2
Per7307 1.5615 7 1.5619 5250 40 4.5 0.9 0.30 SB1
Per7585 3.668 6 3.6680 6750 16 4.5 1.2 0.37 SB1

Several of the Vulcan candidates with marginal transit detections showed
no velocity variations at the level of about 0.5 km s−1, which corresponds to
a limiting mass of about 10 Jupiter masses for a period of one week and a
solar-mass primary. Additional follow-up observations at much better velocity
precision have been carried out and will be reported elsewhere.
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